
Exposed.

Come home to



Bring a natural, raw look to your 
home with Geostone® exposed 
concrete. The texture and organic 
feel of the stone creates a distinct 
look that will set your home  
apart and enhance the  
outdoor experience.

Recognised as the leader in internal and 
external concrete solutions, Geostone® 
has a range of beautiful exposed concrete 
solutions for your next outdoor project. 
Like a fine wine, the natural variations of 
our regionally sourced Australian stone 
add character and personality.       

Come home to Geostone® today.       

We have a network of over  
140 Geostone® installers  
who can provide guidance  
on our range of products  
and care and maintenance 
requirements.

Our exposed concrete  
incorporates natural materials 
such as stone sourced from 
local regional areas, resulting 
in finishes with subtle and 
unique variations that are 
distinct to your location.

Our exposed concrete is  
durable with the strength to  
last the harshest of Australia’s  
seasons. A stylish option,  
making a clear design  
statement to any onlookers.

We are a leading supplier of 
exposed concrete in Australia 
and part of the Holcim  
group – a global leader in  
building solutions.

Installer 
network.

Regionally 
sourced.

Durable 
and stylish.

Backed by 
Holcim.

The strength of Geostone® is its 

natural beauty.



Resilient.
A natural slip resistant surface 
matched by the strength of 
hardened stone. This elegant, 
long-lasting and functional  
solution holds up in  
all conditions.

Cost effective.  
Your hardscape selections are 
always an investment, they are a 
permanent feature that is rarely 
replaced. Cheaper hardscape 
options can be more expensive 
in the long run, particularly if 
they require extra maintenance 
or have a shorter lifespan. The 
quality of Geostone® means 
there's less maintenance or  
upkeep required.

Low maintenance.
Geostone® is naturally durable,  
suitable for any outdoor  
applications and requires less  
maintenance over its lifetime  
than other flooring options.

Diversity. 
Geostone® incorporates natural 
materials that have variations in 
colour, texture, size and shape. 
It's these natural variations that 
give the concrete its character 
and charm and make it  
uniquely yours.

Natural. 
Bring a dash of Australiana 
to your home with Geostone® 
exposed concrete. Feature and 
celebrate the natural materials 
in our range from stones and 
pebbles to sand and even flecks 
of ore, the perfect nod to our 
Australian landscape.

Make a bold statement

with Geostone® 
exposed concrete.

Exposed:

Geostone® exposed 
concrete provides a raw 
finish that utilises the 
natural texture of the 
stone, bringing character  
and personality to 
the home.

Create your dream outdoor entertainment 
area with Geostone® exposed concrete.

The raw, natural beauty of Geostone® adds a wonderful 
balance to landscaped entertaining areas around the 
home. No longer the humble ‘backyard’ there is a greater 
focus on the outdoor living experience with landscape 
projects now being designed with this in mind. Think fire 
pit spaces, outdoor kitchens and seating areas to enjoy 
the lush surroundings. Bring your concepts to life with 
the innovative range of Geostone®, perfect for pathways, 
pool surrounds and your driveway as well as your 
architectural designs – benchtops, planter boxes, 
fire pits and bench seating to name a few. 



Giving your home the  

Geostone® treatment.
We've pulled together a guide to help you plan your Geostone® 
installation and make sure you get the very best results.

STEP 1

When deciding on the right solution for you, take 
into account your lifestyle and needs. If you prefer 
low-maintenance, easy living solutions, Geostone®  
is absolutely for you. Balance the needs you have  
with your ability to maintain the space.

Strength and durability. Unlike other flooring  
and decking options that can be prone to rotting,  
splitting or termite damage, decorative concrete  
is long-lasting, durable, visually appealing and  
practical in all weather conditions.

Versatile and creative. Enjoy the creative control  
and freedom to customise your concrete to  
complement or contrast the colour scheme of  
your home's surroundings.

Value. Geostone® requires little to no upkeep.  
Over longer timeframes, you can make significant  
savings on maintenance and repair.                          

Approved Installers network. We have taken the 
guesswork of selecting an installer out for you. Take 
advantage of our network of over 140 Geostone® 
Approved Installers, their knowledge, experience  
and workmanship to deliver your Geostone® project.

Do your research.
STEP 2
Make it yours.

Geostone® products are unique to their areas,  
incorporating stone sourced from regional quarries.  
Get to know the concrete products from your  
regional area.

Our website provides all the finishes you can get in 
your area in both exposed concrete, and polished  
and honed concrete. We also have Geostone® Display  
Centres located across Australia, which are a great  
way to see the different solutions and how they vary.

STEP 3
Quote and install.

You can choose to install Geostone® using your  
installer or one of our Approved Installers. Our  
Approved Installer network are suggestions only.  
Geostone® recommends that each customer  
undertake their own research into the  
appropriate contractor for their project.

STEP 1: Choose your concrete mix.

STEP 2: Request a quote by visiting  
geostone.com.au/get-a-quote.

STEP 3: If you would like to use one of our Approved 
Installers, select the Supply & Install option on our  
request form. Supply & Install quote requests  
received via our website are sent directly to a  
Geostone® Approved Installer in your area who  
will contact you directly to provide your quote.

If you prefer to use your own installer, we will  
quote to supply the raw materials at a cubic  
metre delivered rate.

For any further questions, pop on our live chat at  
geostone.com.au or call our friendly customer  
service team on 13 11 88.

STEP 4
Geostone® your home.

Installing your Geostone® is a process that begins  
before the concrete is delivered to your home for  
your installer to install.

Site preparation and concrete placement.  
Concrete placement is a craftsman's skill that involves 
site preparation, pouring and levelling, curating and  
finishing, and setting time, which can vary depending  
on the area and take up to three days.

Exposing the final finish.
Your installer will discuss with you the amount of  
aggregate you want to expose. Deciding between  
light exposure, medium exposure, and full depth  
exposure is a personal decision based on the  
desired result you want to achieve. Once chosen,  
your installer washes back the concrete mix to 
the desired exposure level. Sealing your Geostone®  
is the important final step that ensures your floor  
remains beautiful for years to come.

Scan the QR code  
to view our range.

https://www.geostone.com.au/get-a-quote/
http://geostone.com.au


Our range is designed to assist homeowners,  
architects, designers and builders in creating  
functional and beautiful spaces,  
both indoors and out.

Create inspiring

outdoor areas  
with concrete.

A solution for all  
outdoor areas.
Geostone® is a great way to  
complement your landscape  
design. Create connection and 
continuity between spaces, add 
shape and define areas from  
small spaces to eye-catching  
central themes that hold your 
garden together. Additionally, 
the raw textures of the Australian 
stone provide a comfortable  
surface underfoot that's easy  
to walk on and looks stunning.

Outdoor entertaining areas  
and kitchen benchtops.
Geostone® has your outdoor entertaining needs  
covered. Style a custom benchtop or a pizza  
oven for your outdoor kitchen. From floors to  
benchtops, it's easy to seamlessly connect the  
inside and outside. By opting for one Geostone® 
colour way throughout your home you can  
create a feeling of continuity. Beginning with  
the entrance, consider Geostone® exposed  
concrete for your driveway paired with  
Geostone® polished concrete internal floors.  
Connect with Geostone® exposed concrete  
in a honed finish for outdoor entertainment  
spaces and pool surrounds.

Pool surrounds. 
Your pool area – the hero of your landscape  
project. Enhance this space and create an  
oasis in your backyard with Geostone® exposed  
aggregate. Opt for a honed finish to deliver a  
seamless surface that is smooth underfoot  
and slip resistant ensuring your space is family  
friendly. Geostone® is a great low maintenance  
option for pool surrounds, with colour ways  
designed to complement the blue waters  
and lush greenery of your pool area.

 

Consider colour.

Geostone® has an extensive range of options  
available to complement your homes colour 
scheme. From earthy, warm summer tones to  
the understated cool colour way or even a bold  
statement black, Geostone® has the perfect  
colour to pair perfectly with your homes  
features and enhance your exterior lifestyle.

Decor. 
Geostone® is incredibly versatile. As a functional  
solution, it's perfect for large spaces like driveways 
and pool surrounds; it's also a great way to bring 
features to areas. Use for pot plants, stepping-stones 
or feature walls, to bring design elements  
into your space.



Right place, right time.
Geostone® is backed by Holcim  
– the global leader in concrete solutions.
  
With a network of over 160 concrete plants, 
32 display centres nationally and more than 
40 quarries located throughout Australia, 
Geostone® provides the stability and certainty  
needed to get the job done. We also have display 
centres where you can view and feel the textures  
of our decorative concrete range in person. 
Talk to one of our local representatives 
about your product needs and availability.

You can find a display centre near you by visiting:

geostone.com.au/visit-display-centre 
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For architects looking for more information  
on product specifications or sample images, 
visit geostone.com.au/for-architects  
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https://www.geostone.com.au/visit-display-centre/
http://geostone.com.au/for-architects


For more information call 13 11 18 
or visit us on geostone.com.au

Disclaimer: Geostone® is created from naturally occurring  

stone, aggregates and other materials. Variations of appearance,  
consistency, colour, shape and texture of such materials, and  
therefore the final Geostone® product, may occur. The base 
products which make up the background 'matrix' behind 
Geostone®, are also subject to the same levels of variation. 
These variations can be significant, especially when pouring 
over extended periods of time on the same house or project.  
Handling, placement and finishing techniques also play a 
part in variation of consistency, appearance, texture and 
quality as do weather conditions and the addition of water.

Photographs and samples in this brochure are indicative  
only of the finished product and no guarantee of the colour,  
texture or finish is given or implied for the same reasons.   
Apart from naturally occurring factors, there can be  
differences between photographs, samples, displays  
and the actual product.
 
While we recommend visiting one of our display centres  
and viewing samples before making your final colour  
selection, please note that variations from such samples  
may occur for the above reasons. Holcim does not  
prepare the site or install or finish any product. 

https://www.geostone.com.au/

